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-Leveling the playing field for wine retailers

-Expanding opportunities for wine retailers

-Providing NAWR members with better tools to operate their 
businesses

OPENING MORE STATES FOR DIRECT SHIPMENT OF ALCOHOL



THE WORK OF NAWR

-Increase membership
-Service members’ needs

-Instigate and shepherd wine shipping legislation
-Work with attorneys to help move forward wine retailer litigation

-Promote NAWR goals and principles with media and industry
-Liaison with the larger alcohol industry

-Administer the business and financial aspects of the Association

























“The recent U.S. Supreme Court decision in Tennessee Wine and 
Spirits Retailers Association v. Thomas is cited by proponents of 
DTC retail sales as a green light to allow for the opening of e-
commerce and online ordering world to alcohol beverages. The 
Supreme Court’s holding that a two-year durational residence 
requirement and other onerous requirements for Tennessee 
retailers violates the dormant commerce clause because the 
state failed to prove public health and safety grounds has little 
to no bearing on whether the state may protect its citizens from 
the risks of fake or counterfeit alcohol beverages. The deaths 
reported from incidents around the world from fake alcohol 
clearly evidences the public health dangers of these products."





The Playing Field









GRANHOLM v HEALD (2005)
The power of the states to regulate alcohol was limited by Constitution’s Dormant Commerce Clause. Its 
alcohol regulations may not discriminate against the out-of-state wineries in favor of in-state wineries. 
Importantly, reasonable nondiscriminatory alternatives were available to address state concerns about the 
purchase of wine by minors and the states' ability to collect taxes, and the state officials failed to show any 
legitimate local purpose that could not have been advanced by evenhanded, non discriminatory alternatives.

TENNESSEE WINE v THOMAS (2019)
“Granholm never said that its reading of history or its Commerce Clause analysis was limited to discrimination 
against products or producers. On the contrary, the Court stated that the Clause prohibits state discrimination 
against all “‘out-of-state economic interests.’”

THE FOUNDATION OF THE LAWSUITS















WHY THIS ASSOCIATION AND ITS EFFORTS ARE IMPORTANT



WHY THIS ASSOCIATION AND ITS EFFORTS ARE IMPORTANT



Thank You

Questions?


